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Artist Statement
FishNet enables “art of the possible”
which advocates ideas that directly
stimulate change in a real world setting
by identifying absence and neglect as the
creative basis for a subtle form of protest
art – one that provokes an engaging and
positive solution.

Turning art into provocation, and
provocation into action embraces the
erasure of disciplinary boundaries by
enlisting art, science, social marketing,
information visualization, and
environmental activism within a complex
structure of activities that require both
direct and indirect participation.

In this way the process of creation takes
on as much importance as the artifacts
created. Ultimately it is about a set of
relationships first and always, and an
object now and then.

Ecological literacy

DIY empowerment

Altruism



34 Schools, 95 classes, 2051 students
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Classroom research and activities
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Classroom research and activities

Science and Art curriculum

Habitat, communities and fish species

Demonstrating learning through
visual and written work

Submission guidelines for digital and
non-digital student work

Submission Deadline
Friday, February 1st, 2008

November to January



FishNet web site



FishNet Class web page preliminary concept



Teaching Resources

There is a password accessible section on the FishNet web
site where you can access the files that have been
included on the CD.

We will be posting additional resources as they become
available.

www.projectfishnet.org/resources

Log-in

Username: teacher

Password: f1shnet



Teaching Resources

FishNet Schedule
FishNet Project Description

Great Lakes information and
reference
images

Michigan Sea Grant
curriculum resources

Web links









Michigan Sea Grant resources



FishNet News page/blog (forthcoming)





February 1, 2008

March 30, 2008



Harbourfront School Visits workshops
January 15th - 18th, 2008
January 22nd - 25th, 2008
February 26th - 29th, 2008

January and February



Registration information

Each class must register with the
Harbourfront School Visits progam.

Jackie Pelle
416-973-4091
jpelle@harbourfrontcentre.com

Cost: $11 per student
We are investigating funding possibilities
to reduce the fees through further subsidy.

Registration is first come, first serve.

Once you are registered, you will
receive a confirmation package for
your booking.

Harbourfront School Visits



The Workshop Process

1. The students will be organized into groups
according to their fish species. Custom
supplies for their fish will be provided at each
table.

2. Artists and volunteers will be present to
guide them through the activities.

3. Each student is supplied with a partially
sewn, flat cotton fabric version of their fish.
They can use a variety of techniques such as
painting, texturing, stenciling and drawing to
give their fish a unique character.

4. The fish is stuffed and sewn with the help
of the artists and volunteers and the eyes
applied.

5. Group and individual photos of students
will be taken at the end of the workshop.





Sample textile techniques



The Artists and Volunteers

Inner City Angel Artists
 Bernice Hune
Amelia Jimenez
Charmaine Lurch
Judy Pisano
Marsha Stonehouse
Allycia Uccello 

Individual Artists
Marina Dempster
Mary Kim
Tai Kim McPhail
Louise Thut
Magda Trzaski
Magda Wojtyra

Harbourfront teacher/artists (approx. 20)

Volunteers from Toronto Arts Coalition, Harbourfront and others.

The artist’s time will be spread over the 3 weeks of workshop sessions. They will
not be at Harbourfront every day but the all the students will have contact with
artists during their particular workshop session.



Allycia Uccello

Marsha Stonehouse

Judy PisanoCharmaine Lurch



Marina Dempster

Mary Kim

Tai Kim McPhail

Louise Thut
Magda Trzaski

Magda Wojtyra



Meanwhile…



May 2 to June 22, 2008

York Quay Gallery



Release Process

A visitor to the exhibit can purchase a release license. All proceeds will go
partner Great Lakes Charities focused on preserving fish habitat and
healthy fish populations.

Each license has a unique number which is entered into one of the
computers in the exhibit.

The license number is randomly matched to a fish tag number on one of the
fish in the exhibit.

The visitor can find the maker of the fish on a wall of portraits of all the
participants who have crafted a fish - this includes students, artists and
other contributors.

The portrait will have the tag number and exhibit key so the visitor can find
the fish in the space.

Once the exhibit closes, the released fish will be sent to the licensee.

Whatever fish do not get released will go back to the schools.



Post-Exhibition

The project web site will be maintained and
remain as a record of the project and as an
extension of the FishNet community.

The fish released during the exhibit will be
sent to the licensees (donors). They can access
information about the fish and the process of
it’s creation on the web site.



Non-released fish will be returned to the schools.
Based on the number of fish crafted it will not be
possible to give each school a complete set.

It is hoped that FishNet will continue to expand
beyond Toronto and Ontario through the release of
35 fish to schools within the Great Lakes region.



Thank You

TDSB EcoSchool Program
Richard Christie, Steve Bilba, Fran Raymond, Mary Lovett

Bedford Park PS

Kit Helpers
Kim Heppler
Andrew Hladkyj
Eleni Alpous (and her mom)

Inner City Angels
Jane Howard Baker and Amy Barnes

All participating artists, teachers and students




